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Project Third Edition is a five-level English language course for elementary and secondary grades trusted by teachers and loved
by students all over the world. Each level deals with one topic (the duration of the levels is from one to five months) and consists
of phased homework assignments and short texts. Education takes place in an environment as close as possible to the American
school curriculum. The author of the course is a professional trainer by education and a leader who has been working in the
educational field for over 50 years. Question. What should I do if I have difficulties with English at school, at university, at
home and I want my children to learn from textbooks, a well-written teacher and a well-written text? Answer. Don't force! Of
course, you would like your children to be "more educated" than your children than your own children. But there is one
problem, which is that if your children are not "educated" in the future, you are more likely to "educate" your children.Who
ultimately decides what your children will learn and how? When your kids start learning, they won't just have to learn grammar,
they'll have to use their brains to make the most of it. So well-organized education is available to many children. Good education
is available to everyone. The main thing is not to prevent them from using their mind and their potential. With ProgramThree
you can do this while providing a level of grammar that will help your children begin to reach their potential. And that means
they won't waste their time cramming and improving until they get results! At Project Three, we've built over twenty years of
language learning courses and workshops developed by over twenty world-renowned authors and educators. We use their
experience to provide excellent, accessible and effective homework for every level and to help students of all skill levels. Thus,
each level contains everything you need: grammar; poem; dialogue and novella; examples for different purposes; topics for
conversation, practical tasks and other materials that stimulate, support and teach language abilities. The program is designed in
such a way as to provide an opportunity to develop various abilities, including the ability to listen and understand English
speech. She teaches reading, writing and listening. Moreover, the program will allow students to learn to speak correctly
(combined with the ability to clearly express their
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